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In recent studies, the effectiveness of different so-called wake mixing strategies has been assessed in
terms of wind farm power maximization. These studies show that by dynamically varying the pitch
angles of a wind turbine, wake mixing can be enhanced to increase the overall power production of a
wind farm. However, such strategies also increase the loads experienced by the turbine, which may
disqualify such methods as viable wind farm control strategies. In this paper, an extensive analysis of the
load effects of two specific wake mixing strategies, Dynamic Induction Control (DIC) and the helix
approach, is presented. The damage equivalent load of critical components such as the turbine blades
and tower is assessed, and the risk of fatigue damage on the blade pitch bearings is determined. This
paper therefore contributes to determining the implementability of such wake mixing strategies in wind
farms of the future.
© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Renewable energy sources are projected to account for an
increasingly large amount of the total energy demand [1]. By 2050,
wind energy alone is expected to generate approximately one third
of the world's electricity [2]. A large portion of this capacity should
be generated in offshore wind farms. In the Netherlands, the gov-
ernment plans to increase its offshore wind capacity, which is
currently 1 GW, to 11.5 GW by 2030, by building six large wind
farms in the Dutch North Sea [3].

Placing wind turbines together in wind farms offers significant,
mostly economical advantages compared to individual wind tur-
bines [4]. Mainly, construction and maintenance costs are lower,
and a smaller surface area is necessary to generate a certain amount
of power. However, there are also disadvantages associated with
the operation of wind turbines in wind farms. An operating wind
turbine induces a wake, a region behind the turbine in which the
wind speed is lower and the turbulence higher. Consequently, a
turbine that is located in this region generates less power and ex-
periences higher structural loads.

This interaction between turbines in a wind farm, induced by
the wakes of turbines, poses an interesting control problem. The
. van Wingerden).
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control actions implemented on an upstream turbine influence not
only the performance of this turbine, but also that of the turbines in
its wake. As a result, optimizing the performance of a wind farm as
a whole is not as easy as finding the optimal control actions for all
individual turbines. Control methodologies can improve the per-
formance of wind farms by increasing the overall power generated,
or by decreasing the overall Damage Equivalent Loads (DELs). These
two objectives often conflict, as improving the energy capture
generally leads to worse load behaviour, and vice versa.

Over the years, many different control strategies that maximize
the power production of wind farms have been investigated. The
two most popular methods in literature are derating control and
wake redirection control. In derating control, the power generation
of upstream turbines is derated, for example by means of changing
the blade pitch angles or the generator torque (see, e.g., Refs. [5,6]).
This leads to a lower wake deficit, such that downstream turbines
can increase their energy capture. However, more recent studies
have shown that the benefit of derating is in practise small to non-
existing [7,8].

Wake redirection control usually utilizes a different control
degree of freedom of wind turbines: the angle of the rotor with
respect to thewind, which is called the yawangle. By creating a yaw
offset with respect to the wind direction, the wake of a turbine can
be redirected away from downstream turbines [9]. Similar to
derating control, this leads to a lower than optimal power pro-
duction of the controlled turbine, but increased energy capture of
under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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downstream machines. This strategy has shown promising results
both in scaled wind tunnel experiments [10,11] and field tests
[12e14].

Until recently, the research on wind farm control for power
maximization focused primarily on finding the steady state opti-
mum: as long as the operating conditions stay the same, the control
input, either the derating factor or the yaw angle, is kept constant.
However, a broader approach to this control problem is to consider
all dynamical signals. In Ref. [15], Model Predictive Control is used
to find the optimal dynamical thrust coefficient of each turbine in a
wind farm. Although this approach is complex and computationally
expensive, the potential gain is shown to be significant.

The findings presented in Ref. [15] has led to an increasing
amount of research into the topic of dynamic control for wind farm
power maximization. In Ref. [16], a more practically implementable
approach to this Dynamic Induction Control (DIC) is suggested
where the thrust factor of upstream turbines is varied sinusoidally.
This approach has been validated in wind tunnel experiments in
Ref. [17]. A different strategy that uses dynamic yawing is investi-
gated in Refs. [18,19]. Finally [20], presents the helix approach,
which uses dynamic pitching of the individual blades to obtain the
same effect without large variations on the rotor thrust.

It is hypothesized in Ref. [20] that, due to the much lower var-
iations in rotor thrust, the DELs are also lower compared to DIC. In
this paper, this hypothesis is tested by studying the blade and tower
bending moments when different control strategies are applied.
These moments are obtained from the FAST wind turbine simulator
[21,22] and compared to the results obtained from the flow simu-
lation code called SOWFA [23]. The load data from both models are
assessed and compared to evaluate the effect of the different dy-
namic control strategies on the lifetime of turbines.

This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, the FAST and
SOWFA simulation environments are described, followed by the
research methodology to obtain turbine load signals in Section 3.
Section 4 discusses the different dynamic control approaches and
how they are implemented. In Section 5, the results of the simu-
lations are presented, followed by the conclusions in Section 6.

2. Simulation environment

In this section, the simulation environments FAST and SOWFA
are described, and relevant literature is presented. These tools are
used to obtain the load performance of wind turbines in a wind
farm that applies dynamic control. Finally, the different simulation
cases and relevant signals that are used in Section 3 to determine
the turbine loads are described.

2.1. FAST turbine model

For the single turbine simulations, an NREL 5 MW reference
turbine [24] is used in the OpenFAST tool [21], based on the FAST v8
code [22]. The FAST turbine model is coupled with MATLAB-Simulink
to enable the implementation of different control strategies.

Experiments with different wind speeds are executed to grasp
the full range of operating conditions that a turbine experiences.
The cut-in, rated and cut-out wind speeds of a NREL 5 MW turbine
are 3 ms�1, 11.4 ms�1, and 25 ms�1, respectively. However, dynamic
wake mixing strategies are mainly aimed at the below-rated
regime, as the power loss of downstream turbines in the above-
rated regime is significantly lower. Subsequently, the power gain
obtainable at downstream turbines by means of wake mixing is
lower in this regime. Nonetheless, from an academic point of view,
it is still interesting to investigate all operating regimes of the
turbine. Therefore, simulations have been executedwith an average
effective wind speed ranging from 6 ms�1e15 ms�1.
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For the experiments shown in this paper, turbulent wind pro-
files according to the Normal Turbulence Model (NTM) are used
[25]. Two different TI conditions are evaluated:

C A low-TI case with a turbulence intensity of approximately
5%. These conditions are comparable to the operating con-
ditions in Refs. [20,26] and the SOWFA flow simulations
presented here. This case therefore enables a comparison
between FAST and SOWFA, and can serve to validate the re-
sults obtained in the latter.

C A high-TI case, according to the IEC Class A, with an average TI
of 16% [27]. These conditions are identical to the simulations
executed in Ref. [17], where the load effects of DIC are eval-
uated using a different turbine model. This case therefore
serves as validation of these earlier results, while including a
comparison with the novel helix approach.

FAST produces 40 different turbine outputs, such as time, rotor
azimuth, pitch angle and generator power. To determine the life-
time, the Blade root moments In-Plane (IP) and Blade root mo-
ments Out-of-Plane (OoP) are used. These are defined in the fixed
(rotor) frame, i.e., the frame of the wind turbine. Note that, when
the pitch angles are known, these moments can be transformed
into the flapwise and edgewise moments, which are defined in the
frame of the blades, as follows:

Mflap ¼ MOoPcosðqÞ þMIPsinðqÞ
Medge ¼ MOoPsinðqÞ þMIPcosðqÞ; (1)

where q is the blade pitch angle. From these equations, it follows
that for pitch angles close to zero degrees, the OoP and the flapwise
bending moments are more or less equivalent, as are the IP and
edgewise moments. In this paper, only the OoP and IP bending
moments are therefore evaluated. Of these two signals, the OoP
moment is the most relevant: it can be shown that the IP moments
are barely affected by the different control strategies, as gravity is
the determinant force causing these moments.

Apart from the blade loads, the tower base bending moments in
fore-aft and side-side direction can also be extracted from FAST and
evaluated [22]. Again, the fore-aft moment is the most interesting
of the two signals, as this load is directly affected by the varying
thrust force induced by the wake mixing strategies. Finally, the
pitch bearing damage is evaluated based on the pitch action and the
blade moments.

2.2. SOWFA simulation environment

The effectiveness of the proposed dynamic control strategies
have been evaluated in the Simulator fOr Wind Farm Aplications
(SOWFA, see Ref. [23]). SOWFA is a high-fidelity flow simulation
environment that uses Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) for fluid dy-
namics in a turbulent atmosphere. In the experiments shown in
this paper, turbines are modeled in SOWFA using the Actuator Line
Model (ALM), see Ref. [28].

SOWFA is an extremely powerful tool to evaluate the perfor-
mance of wind farm controllers with high fidelity. However, it also
requires a substantial amount of computational power. Even using
High Performance Computing (HPC), a single simulation can take
more than a week to complete. Subsequently, it is not feasible to
execute the wide range of simulations performed in FAST. Instead,
the different control strategies are evaluated in one single oper-
ating case. The selected case is identical to the one presented in
Ref. [26]. This paper shows that the wake mixing strategies are
effective in terms of increasing power generation, which makes the
evaluation of the loads in these conditions relevant.



Table 1
The inverse W€ohler slope m for the wind turbine materials.

Material Component m

Welded steel Tower 4
Glass fiber Blade 10
Carbon fiber Blade 14
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Realistic wind inflow profiles are created in SOWFA by running
so-called precursor simulations with a neutral Atmospheric
Boundary Layer (ABL). A below-rated inflow wind speed of 8 ms�1

with a turbulence intensity of 5% is implemented. A similar control
architecture is used as in FAST: a K-omega-squared torque controller
is employed, while the baseline pitch control keeps the blade pitch
angles at the steady-state optimal CP. The dynamic pitch controllers
are superimposed on this baseline control output.

The performance of the wake mixing algorithms that are being
tested in this paper lies in the interaction between upstream and
downstream turbines. However, this interaction also affects the
loads experienced by downstream machines. Therefore, analyzing
the loads of the upstream turbine does suffice to determine the full
effect of these algorithms on a wind farm. In FAST, it would only be
possible to execute this analysis of a downstream turbine if the flow
field in the wake is known, which is not a straightforward task. In
SOWFA, however, it is relatively simple to implement more than
one wind turbine. It is therefore also possible to assess the per-
formance of a turbine located in the wake of the controlled turbine.
To facilitate this analysis, the wake mixing strategies are also tested
in SOWFA on a small wind farm of two turbines. The downstream
turbines is located 5 turbine diameters (5D) behind the upstream
turbine, aligned with the wind, and is controlled using the baseline
greedy control strategy (see Section!4). This turbine thus fully ex-
periences the wake behaviour caused by the control strategies
implemented on the upstream machine. As a result, the most
important load effects of these approaches on the entire wind farm
can be evaluated.

As SOWFA is a high-fidelity flow simulator, with relatively sim-
ple turbine models, the turbine data obtained from SOWFA can be
considered less reliable than that of the specific turbinemodel from
FAST. The load data of an upstream turbine in SOWFA is therefore
first compared to the results obtained in FAST to assess its reli-
ability, and used to estimate the loads on a downstream turbine. To
enable this comparison, an ALMmodel of the NREL 5MW turbine is
implemented in SOWFA. The blades is divided into 40 sections, and
the forces acting on these sections can be extracted. The root
bending moments acting on the blades can then be determined by
the simple momentum equation M ¼ rF, with r the distance of the
center of mass of each blade element to the blade root. A summa-
tion of all blade element moments results in the moment acting on
the blade root.

The tower fore-aft bending moment is determined by the
addition of two individual signals: the drag force of the wind acting
on the tower, and the rotor thrust. Of these two, the rotor thrust is
the dominant force, as it is larger and experiences more fluctua-
tions than the tower drag force. Finally, an assessment of the pitch
bearings is executed by using the blade loads and pitch actuation
signals.

It should be noted that an effort has been made to make the
wind profiles in both simulation environments comparable, but
that further efforts are needed to truly achieve comparable wind
profiles. However, the goal of this paper is not to present an opti-
mized comparison between FAST and SOWFA. The main contribu-
tion of the SOWFA simulations is that it enables an evaluation of the
loads on a downstream turbine, which would not be achievable in
FAST.

3. Methodology

This section elaborates on the research methodology used to
estimate the impact of the wake mixing strategies described in
Section 4 on the lifetime of turbines. This methodology entails two
parts: first, the principles behind Damage Equivalent Load (DEL) are
described in Section 3.1. Then, Section 3.2 evaluates how to assess
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the effects of increased pitch actuation on the bearings.
3.1. Damage equivalent load

A common method used in literature (see, e.g., Refs. [29e31]) to
quantify the amount of damage caused by the load on a certain
element, is called the Damage Equivalent Load (DEL). This approach
uses the rainflow counting algorithm to determine the number of
oscillation cycles and their amplitude in the load signal. Based on
these cycles, the DEL can be calculated using [32]:

S ¼
�Pn

i¼1ðDSiÞmNi

N

�1=m

; (2)

where S is the DEL, DSi the amplitude of cycle i, with n the total
number of cycles. Ni is the number of cycles with that specific
amplitude, and m is the inverse of the material W€ohler slope. N is
the reference number of cycles, taken as 1 here. The inverseW€ohler
slope is given in Table 1 for different materials. Note that the effect
of this coefficient mainly affects the absolute value of the DEL, and
has little to no effect on the relative results between different
simulations. Subsequently, the results shown in Section 5 assume
an inverse W€ohler coefficient of m ¼ 10 for the blades.
3.2. Pitch bearing damage

The control strategies described in Section 4 require pitch action
to enhance wake mixing. Naturally, increasing the pitch demand
also increases the likelihood of damage to the pitch bearings.
However, unlike the bending moments affecting the blades and
tower of a turbine, the damage caused by pitching a blade is harder
to capture in a single equation. Damage to the bearings of turbine
blades is induced by a combination of signals: the rotation of the
blade, the amplitude of the rotation, and the force exerted on the
blade. This section aims to describe themethod used to indicate the
magnitude with which the pitch bearing damage increases and is
based on the methods presented in Refs. [33,34].

In general, damage in pitch bearings is caused by either Rolling
Contact Fatigue (RCF) or Surface-Induced Damage (SID) [35]. In
Ref. [33], it is shown that RCF occurs mostly due to long, steady
rotations, whereas SID is caused by oscillations with a smaller
amplitude. The pitch action that is implemented on a turbine with
the dynamic strategies investigated in this study, are all oscillations
with a relatively low amplitude of ± 2.5�. It can therefore be
concluded that surface-induced damage is the most likely to occur
here.

A number of parameters influence the risk and severity of SID
occurring: the amplitude and speed of the oscillations, the load,
and the lubricant used in the bearing [33]. An oscillation with a
smaller amplitude is more likely to cause damage, since the forces
are acting on a smaller surface area of the bearing. To analyse the
likelihood of damage occurring, it is therefore necessary to first
determine the amplitude and mean of the different oscillations.
Furthermore, the number of cycles and the associated operation
time is important to detect potential damage: a cycle that occurs
more often is much more likely to result in bearing damage.
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For fatigue analysis, such as the DEL method presented in Sec-
tion 3.1, the rainflow counting algorithm is commonly used to
distinguish load cycles. However, for SID to bearings, every inter-
ruption of a movement has to be taken into account [33]. For this
purpose, rainflow counting overestimates the number of cycles
with a smaller amplitude (see the cycles 3 and 5 in Fig. 1), as well as
the amplitude of longer cycles (see cycle 1 in Fig. 1). An alternative
that is more suitable to evaluate bearing damage is range-pair
counting [33], where every change of direction indicates the
beginning of a new cycle. Note that with a strictly sinusoidal signal
with a single frequency, both methods yield the same result.

In this paper, the range-pair counting algorithm is implemented
to determine the number of cycles with different amplitudes. For
the most frequent cycles, the results are binned based on the
average pitch angle to determine where SID is most likely to occur.
Finally, the resulting bending moments are binned to determine
the load on the bearing for these critical oscillations.

To give an overview of risk of blade bearing damage occurring
under different operating conditions, three different cases are
assessed. First, the low TI case described in Section 2 is used, with
an average inflow wind speed of 8 ms�1. This case represents the
conditions in which wake mixing strategies are the most effective,
as the power deficit of a downstream turbine is the most significant
in these conditions. Secondly, the high TI case is assessed, both in
below-rated (8 ms�1) and an above-rated (14 ms�1) wind speeds.
Especially in above-rated wind speeds, wake mixing strategies are
less effective, while the pitch actuation and blade loads increase. It
is therefore questionable whether these strategies should be
implemented under these conditions. For the sake of completeness,
the more extreme stresses present in this simulation case are
evaluated nonetheless.
4. Control strategy

In this section, the control strategies implemented on the tur-
bine models in FAST and SOWFA are described. Four different
control strategies have been implemented in FAST, all using a
similar control framework. These different control strategies are:
Fig. 1. Visualization of the difference between rainflow and range-pair counting. In
black, the original oscillating signal is shown. The blue line shows the cycles identified
by range-pair counting, while the red line represents the cycles obtained with rainflow
counting. The crosses indicate where one cycle ends and the next one starts.
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C Baseline case, where the turbine is controlled for optimal
(steady-state) power extraction;

C Dynamic Induction Control (DIC), where a low-frequent si-
nusoidal reference is superimposed on the baseline collec-
tive pitch angle;

C HelixDynamic Individual Pitch Control (DIPC), as proposed in
Ref. [20]. Both the counterclockwise (CCW) and clockwise
(CW) rotating helices are investigated;

C Individual Pitch Control (IPC), where the individual blade
pitch capabilities are used to minimize periodic loads on the
blades.

Since the Helix approach is applied in clockwise and counter-
clockwise rotational direction, this gives a total of 5 control cases.
All the investigated control strategies are superimposed on the
baseline controller, as shown in Fig. 2. In the baseline case, a
standard K-omega-squared torque control is implemented in the
below-rated regime [36,37], while the blade pitch angles are kept
constant at the optimal power coefficient CP to ensure maximal
power generation. In the above-rated regime (i.e., when the wind
speed exceeds 11.4 ms�1), the torque is kept constant while the
collective pitch angles are controlled to ensure rated power pro-
duction. Both dynamic induction control and the helix approach
use only the pitch angles of the turbine, while the torque controller
is kept in place. The pitch control for these strategies is super-
imposed on the baseline pitch controller.

To decrease the structural loads of turbines, and of turbines
blades specifically, Individual Pitch Control (IPC) is a well-known
and established methodology. IPC for load mitigation was first
proposed in Ref. [29], and has received a large amount of interest
since. The concept is the following: by pitching the blades of a
turbine independently, the periodic variations in moments expe-
rienced by these blades can be reduced significantly with minimal
impact on the power production. The conventional approach to IPC
as proposed in Refs. [29,38] uses the MBC transformations [39]:

2
4 M0ðtÞ

MtiltðtÞ
MyawðtÞ

3
5

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
MT ðtÞ

¼ 2
3

2
4 0:5 0:5 0:5
cosðj1Þ cosðj2Þ cosðj3Þ
sinðj1Þ sinðj2Þ sinðj3Þ

3
5

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
TðjÞ

2
4M1ðtÞ
M2ðtÞ
M3ðtÞ

3
5

|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
MðtÞ

; (3)

where M0(t), Mtilt(t) and Myaw(t) are the cumulative out-of-plane
rotor moment, the tilt moment and the yaw moment, respec-
tively. T(j) is the transformation matrix as a function of blade az-
imuth angle j ¼ ½j1 j2 j3�T , andM(t) are the measured blade out-
of-plane bending moments.
Fig. 2. Control diagram of the wind turbine model in FAST. The baseline pitch and
torque control are designed to maximize steady-state power generation. The different
dynamic pitch control strategies are superimposed on the baseline control action,
while the baseline torque control remains unchanged.
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The MBC transformation projects the original blade moments
M(t) onto a non-rotating frame MT(t). The once-per-rotation (1P)
moments appear as a constant tilt and yaw moment in this non-
rotating frame, and by implementing simple PI-controllers, these
moments can be regulated to zero bymeans of the tilt angle qtilt and
yaw angle qyaw. The individual blade pitch angles can then be found
by using the inverse transformation

2
4 q1ðtÞ
q2ðtÞ
q3ðtÞ

3
5

|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
qðtÞ

¼
2
41 cosðj1Þ sinðj1Þ
1 cosðj2Þ sinðj2Þ
1 cosðj3Þ sinðj3Þ

3
5

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
T�1ðjÞ

2
4 q0ðtÞ

qtiltðtÞ
qyawðtÞ

3
5

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
qT ðtÞ

; (4)

where the cumulative pitch angle q0 is usually set to 0. By applying
the pitch angles q(t) thus obtained, the 1P blade loads, often the
most dominant, can be removed from the spectrum [38,40]. This
results in significantly lower turbine Damage Equivalent Loads
(DELs). The only disadvantage that needs to be considered with IPC
is the substantial increase in pitch actuation, which can be up to a
factor 3 bigger in above-rated conditions [38]. Fig. 3 presents the
control implementation of this controller, where the integrator gain
of the PI controller is set to 5 , 10�6. In this paper, this conventional
IPC approach is used as a comparison case for the wake mixing
strategies in terms of pitch bearing damage.

With Dynamic Induction Control (DIC), the thrust factor of an
upstream wind turbine is varied over time in order to enhance
wake mixing. Subsequently, the wind speed in the wake is
increased and the energy capture of a potential downstream tur-
bine is increased. This strategywas first proposed in Ref. [15]. In this
study, the thrust factor of the turbines is optimized over a receding
horizon using adjoint-based optimization. This approach results in
a significant increase inwind farm energy capture, but does involve
a couple of complications that make practical implementability
infeasible. First of all, the computation time of the optimization
algorithm used far exceeded the horizon of the found control so-
lution. As a result, real-time implementation of this approach is not
possible. Secondly, the thrust factor was used as a control input,
while in reality this parameter is not directly controllable: it de-
pends on many different signals, such as the wind speed, rotor
speed, blade pitch angles and generator torque.

By limiting the time-varying thrust factor to periodic signals, the
first of these two complications is resolved [16]. In this study, a grid
search is performed to find the optimal frequency of excitation for
an upstream turbine, in the case of a wind farm with 4 aligned
turbines. This frequency is scaled for the wind speed and rotor
diameter, resulting in the dimensionless Strouhal number St:

St ¼ fD
U
; (5)

where f is the excitation frequency, D the rotor diameter and U the
undisturbed inflowing wind velocity. In Ref. [16], an optimal
Strouhal number of St ¼ 0.25 is reported. Note that this results in a
very low frequency: for the NREL 5MW turbine operating at a wind
speed of 8 ms�1, the excitation period would be 63 s.

The strategy of periodic excitations is also implemented
Fig. 3. Block schematic representation of the conventional individual pitch control
strategy as implemented in this paper.
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successfully in scaled wind tunnel experiments [20]. To resolve the
second complication mentioned above, a time-varying thrust force
is achieved by prescribing a periodic variation of the collective
blade pitch angles. Although a sinusoidal pitch signal does not
directly result in a sinusoidal thrust force, it is shown that the wind
farm power generation can also be increased by following this
approach. As the collective pitch angle of a wind turbine, unlike the
thrust force, is directly controllable, this procedure is also followed
in this paper.

An alternative to DIC is proposed in Ref. [20]: instead of varying
the collective pitch of an upwind turbine, the individual pitch angles
can be used to induce wake mixing. Unlike DIC, the proposed
method does not aim to apply a periodic variation on the thrust
force, but themoments acting on the rotor disk. The tilt moment (in
vertical direction) and yawmoment (in horizontal direction) can be
found by applying the Multi-Blade Coordinate (MBC) trans-
formation that is also used in classical IPC, see Equation (3).

A desired tilt and yawmoment can be achieved by prescribing a
corresponding tilt and yaw angle (Equation (4)). By imposing a
moment on the rotor disk, the direction of the wake can be
manipulated in vertical or horizontal direction, respectively. It is
shown in Ref. [41] that, when applied statically, this effect is very
small. However, when these moments are varied over time, the
impact on the wake is significant enough to enhance wake mixing
similar to DIC. It is therefore proposed in Ref. [20] to impose a low-
frequency periodic signal on the tilt and yaw moments of an up-
wind turbine. It is shown that, when these signals are given a 90�

phase offset, the resulting pitch frequency becomes fr ± fe, where fr
is the rotational frequency and fe the excitation frequency of the tilt
and yaw moments. As fr [ fe, typically by a factor 10, the blade
pitch frequency of this method is close to the once-per-rotation
(1P) frequency typically used in IPC for load mitigation.

When these individual blade pitch angles are implemented on a
wind turbine, the resulting wake is displaced alternately in vertical
and horizontal direction. This causes a rotation in the wake that
gives it a helical shape. Subsequently, this strategy is called the helix
approach in Ref. [20]. Depending on whether the tilt moment has a
phase lead or lag with respect to the yawmoment, this helix rotates
in clockwise or counterclockwise direction, respectively.

Simulations in SOWFA have shown that the helix approach,
especially in counterclockwise direction, is equally effective in
enhancing wake mixing for wind farm power maximization. It is
hypothesized in Ref. [20] that the helix approach could result in
lower structural loads for the controlled turbine, as the variations in
thrust force associated with DIC are not present. However, the helix
approach also requires significantly more pitch actuation, as visu-
alized in Fig. 4. Subsequently, the blades and pitch bearings might
experience increased structural loads.

In [17], the structural loads of a turbine operating with DIC are
investigated in the aero-elastic code Cp-Lambda [42]. In this paper,
similar simulations are executed in FAST, for DIC and the helix
approach. With these simulations, the hypothesis that the helix
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Fig. 4. The pitch actuation of one of the blades of a turbine executing different dy-
namic control strategies. This example shows the pitch actuation for the NREL 5 MW
turbine operating at a wind speed of 8 ms�1 and with a Strouhal number of St ¼ 0.25.
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approach is a lower-loads wake mixing alternative for DIC can be
tested. Furthermore, the pitch bearing damage is evaluated and
compared to IPC for load mitigation, to quantify the impact of
increased pitch actuation on the turbine life span.

5. Results

This section describes the results obtained from the different
simulations defined in Section 2. First, an analysis of the turbine
loads over different wind velocities is performed. Subsequently, the
simulations with a wind speed of 8 ms�1 and a relatively low
Turbulence Intensity (TI), which are executed in both FAST and
SOWFA, are compared. Next, an analysis of the loads on a down-
stream turbine is executed using data from SOWFA. Finally, the
pitch bearing damage for the different control strategies is
assessed.

5.1. Turbine loads

In this section, the loads on a turbine that is executing different
wake mixing strategies are assessed. First, turbine operation at the
below-rated wind speed of 8 ms�1 is evaluated, followed by an
analysis of the turbine Damage Equivalent Load (DEL) over a range
of wind speeds from 6 ms�1e15 ms�1. Both the low and the high
Turbulence Intensity (TI) simulations, as defined in Section 2, are
assessed.

The evolution of the most relevant turbine signals for the
different methodologies is shown in Fig. 5. As the average wind
speed of 8 ms�1 is well below rated, the pitch action comprises
solely what is prescribed by the wake mixing controller. Although
the periodic excitation of DIC on the rotor thrust is evident, the
resulting effect on the generator power is limited: it is still present,
but the amplitude is much smaller than on the rotor thrust.

The Power Spectral Densities (PSDs) of the bending moments
are shown in Fig. 6. In the blade bending moments, the pitch fre-
quency is clearly visible for all wake mixing strategies. In the
baseline case, the single biggest peak is at the 1P frequency, as
would be expected.With DIC, the PSD looks very similar, apart from
a sharp peak at the excitation frequency fe. The same can be said
about both helix approaches, where the excitation frequency is the
1P frequency plus or minus fe for the counterclockwise and clock-
wise helix, respectively. These peaks are wider thanwith DIC, since
in this case the pitch frequency depends on the varying turbine
Fig. 5. Time domain behaviour, as simulated in FAST, of the most relevant turbine signals f
wind conditions.
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rotor speed.
The PSD of the tower bending moments shows that in the

baseline case, no steep peaks are present, as was the case for the
blade moments. Two broader peaks around the tower natural fre-
quency (0.324 Hz) and the 3P frequency are visible. When DIC is
applied, a sharp peak at the excitation frequency is observed, as was
the case for the blades. Additionally, the amplitude of the PSD
around the natural frequency also slightly increases compared to
the baseline. It can therefore be concluded that the tower natural
frequency is excited by DIC. With the helix approach, this is not the
case: around the natural frequency, the PSD is very similar to the
baseline case. However, also the helix creates a tower moment at
the excitation frequency fe, as can be seen in the inset of Fig. 6b.
Note that, interestingly enough, this is not the pitch frequency of
the helix, but rather the frequency with which the yaw and tilt
moment vary. This variation evidently also results in a moment on
the tower in fore-aft direction, although the amplitude is signifi-
cantly lower than with DIC.

(a) Blade Moment Out-of-Plane (MOoP) PSD.
(b) Tower PSD.
Fig. 7 shows the turbine DELs for DIC and the helix over different

wind speeds and TI's. As expected, these strategies increase the
DELs of both the blade Out-of-Plane (OoP) and tower bending
moments. Where DIC results in slightly lower blade DELs than the
helix, the tower DELs are increased dramatically. The helix on the
other hand has only a limited effect on the tower DELs, as this
approach does vary the thrust factor of the turbine over time.

The rated wind speed for the NREL 5 MW turbine used in these
simulations is 11.4 ms�1. In the below-rated regime, the baseline
collective pitch controller keeps the blade angles constant, while
above 11.4 ms�1, the collective pitch angles are controlled to
guarantee rated power. These different operating regimes are also
visible in the results from Fig. 7. At above-rated wind speeds, the
DELs no longer increase as the average wind speed increases; in
some cases, specifically when DIC is applied in low TI, they even
decrease as the wind speed increases. However, wake mixing
strategies are more effective in the below-rated regime, and
thereforemore likely to be applied here. Therefore, the below-rated
results should be considered the most relevant.

(a) Blade Out-of-Plane (OoP) DEL.
(b) Tower DEL.
To obtain a comprehensive indicator for the impact of the

different strategies on the fatigue loads, the Weibull-weighted
or the baseline case and the different wake mixing approaches, in low TI, below-rated



Fig. 6. The Power Spectral Density (PSD) for the blade out-of-plane (left) and tower (right) bending moments for the different wake mixing strategies. The results are shown for a
wind speed of 8 ms�1 and a turbulence intensity of 5%. The results are filtered using a 3-sample moving average filter to obtain smoother signals, the original signals are shown in
grey. The inset on the right shows a close-up of the tower loads at the excitation frequency fe.
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Fig. 7. The Damage Equivalent Load (DEL) for the blade out-of-plane and tower bending moments for the different wake mixing strategies. The results are shown for different
average wind speed simulations with low (solid) and high (dash-dotted) Turbulence Intensity (TI).

Table 3
The free-stream wind characteristics, mean wind speed (WS) and turbulence in-
tensity (TI), in FAST and SOWFA.

Tool Mean WS TI

FAST 8.00 ms�1 4.53%
SOWFA 8.05 ms�1 4.87%

Table 4
Damage Equivalent Load (DEL) comparison between FAST and SOWFA. All per-
centages shown are relative to the corresponding baseline case. The most significant
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DELs, as previously used in Ref. [17], can be considered. This
approach combines the DELs from Fig. 7 with the Weibull proba-
bility distribution of each particular average wind speed. As such, it
gives an accurate estimate of the fatigue loads if the control stra-
tegies were to be implemented over the full range of tested wind
speeds, all of IEC Class A with a TI of 16% [27]. The results of this
Weibull-weighted fatigue analysis are shown in Table 2.

This table shows that theweighted results are comparable to the
8 ms�1 results shown in Table 4: the fatigue loads on the blades
increase significantly for all strategies, while the tower is mostly
affected by DIC. In higher turbulence, the loads in the baseline case
Table 2
Weibull-weighted Damage Equivalent Load (DEL) of the wakemixing strategies over
the full range of simulations (6e15 ms�1) with low and high Turbulence Intensity
(TI). The most significant load increase is colored in red.

Low TI Baseline DIC Helix CCW Helix CW

Blades [Nm] 3.54 , 106 5.31 , 106 5.67 , 106 5.66 , 106

þ50.1% þ60.1% þ59.7%
Tower [Nm] 2.02 , 107 4.11 , 107 2.25 , 107 2.23 , 107

þ103.7% þ11.4% þ10.5%

High TI Baseline DIC Helix CCW Helix CW

Blades [Nm] 10.0 , 106 11.1 , 106 11.6 , 106 11.8 , 106

þ10.4% þ15.4% þ17.9%
Tower [Nm] 7.52 , 107 8.51 , 107 7.67 , 107 7.62 , 107

þ13.1% þ1.9% þ1.2%

load increase is colored in red.

Baseline DIC Helix CCW Helix CW

Blades (FAST) [Nm] 2.61 , 106 4.06 , 106 4.27 , 106 4.24 , 106

þ55.7% þ63.6% þ62.5%
Blades (SOWFA) [Nm] 2.35 , 106 5.02 , 106 4.55 , 106 4.64 , 106

þ114.0% þ94.2% þ97.9%
Tower (FAST) [Nm] 1.44 , 107 2.86 , 107 1.56 , 107 1.68 , 107

þ99.2% þ8.7% þ16.8%
Tower (SOWFA) [Nm] 1.11 , 107 2.63 , 107 1.09 , 107 1.04 , 107

þ138.1% �1.2% �6.4%
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are significantly higher. As a result, the relative effect of the wake
mixing strategies on the fatigue loads is much smaller. However,
the general results are the same: significantly higher tower loads
for DIC, and slightly higher blade loads for the helix.
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5.2. Comparison between FAST and SOWFA

In this section, the simulations performed in the turbine model
FAST and flow model SOWFA are compared. First of all, the
resemblance of the inflow wind conditions in FAST and SOWFA are
evaluated. As described in Section 2, both flow fields are created in
fundamentally different ways: in FAST, wind profiles are created
using TurbSim, while SOWFA requires precursor simulations to
generate turbulent wind conditions. As such, the wind profiles,
shown in Fig. 8 cannot be compared directly. However, the mean
wind speed and TI can be compared. The TI I is defined as

I ¼ sU
mU

; (6)

where mU and sU are the mean value and standard deviation,
respectively, of the wind U as shown in Fig. 8.

The mean wind speed and TI for both simulation tools are
shown in Table 3. It is concluded from these results that an addi-
tional effort is desired to improve the similarity between flow fields
in FAST and SOWFA. Although the flow fields from the simulations
presented here are not identical, they are similar enough to permit
a first comparison between the simulations performed in FAST and
SOWFA, and thus enable evaluation of the loads on a downstream
turbine.

Next, the turbine performance is compared. The most important
signals of the wind turbine are shown in Fig. 9. This figure shows
that the generator torque and rotor speed are slightly higher in
SOWFA. As a result, the power production in SOWFA is also higher.
For the blade and tower moments, it can be observed that, in FAST,
the variations of these signals are larger. This can partly be
explained by the way the turbine is modeled in SOWFA: the ALM
implementation does not model the tower dynamics. As a result,
the vibrations caused by the natural frequency of the tower (which
is 0.324Hz [24]) are not present in the SOWFA towermoments. This
is clearly visible in Fig. 10: in FAST, a clear peak is visible at this
natural frequency that is absent in SOWFA. As a result, the Damage
Equivalent Load (DEL) of the tower is expected to be higher in FAST
than in SOWFA. The power spectrum of the blade OoP bending
moments show better resemblance between FAST and SOWFA,
with only a slightly higher peak at the once-per-revolution (1P)
frequency in FAST. Subsequently, the DELs of the blade moments
are expected to be similar in FAST and SOWFA.

A similar analysis can be made for the different wake mixing
strategies defined in Section 4: Dynamic Induction Control (DIC),
helix counterclockwise (CCW) and helix clockwise (CW). For the
sake of clarity, the tower moments power spectra from SOWFA are
omitted in these analyses, as the effect of the control strategies is
very similar in both simulation tools.

Table 4 summarizes the DELs for the turbine blades and tower in
both FAST and SOWFA. What stands out in this comparison is that
SOWFA overestimates the increase in blade DELs when wake
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Fig. 8. Development of the free-stream wind speed over the run time of 1000 s in the
different simulation tools: FAST and SOWFA.
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mixing strategies are applied, while it underestimates the tower
DEL. The former can be explained by a relatively lower baseline DEL,
while the latter is influenced by the lack of a tower model in
SOWFA. While there is a clear discrepency between the DELs ob-
tained from the different tools, the load signals, specifically of the
blades, are similar enough to justify an analysis of the loads on the
downstream turbine in SOWFA. This analysis is executed in
Section 5.3.

5.3. Downstream turbine loads

Using the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations
from SOWFA, the loads experienced by a downstream turbine can
be evaluated. As described in Section 2, a second turbine (T2) is
placed at 5 rotor diameters (5D) downstream of the controlled
turbine. This turbine is controlled using steady-state greedy con-
trol, i.e. the same control as the baseline case for turbine 1. In this
section, the loads experienced by this machine, as obtained from
SOWFA, are evaluated. These simulations are identical to the
SOWFA simulations presented in Section 5.2, but this time with a
second turbine in the wake of the controlled turbine.

Fig. 11 shows the different output signals of T2 over time, when
the different wake mixing strategies are implemented on the up-
stream turbine (T1). Compared to Fig. 9, it can be observed that, due
to the lower wind speed in thewake, the average rotor thrust is also
lower. Subsequently, also the average blade and tower bending
moments are lower. However, the fluctuations of these signals are
significantly larger, which is expected to result in a higher DEL.

The power spectral densities of the blade and tower bending
moments are depicted in Fig. 12. This figure confirms that although
the steady-state moments are lower, the power over the entire
frequency spectrum increases. The PSD still exhibits the peaks that
are inherent to normal turbine operation: at 1P, 2P and 3P for the
blades and at 3P for the tower. Furthermore, when DIC is applied on
T1, this also results in a clear peak at T2: not only at the excitation
frequency fe, but also at multiple 2fe. The sinusoidal thrust force at
T1 results in peaks in the wind speed spectrum at fe and its mul-
tiples (with decreasing amplitude), which is propagated to the
loads on T2. For the helix, the variations of the wind speed in the
wake over time are much less significant, and as a result, these
peaks are not or barely present there. Small peaks are visible at the
pitch frequency, close to 1P, but these peaks are much smaller than
at T1. In general, the PSD of the bending moments at T2 are much
more similar to the baseline case.

The DEL of these moments is calculated for the second turbine,
and listed in Table 5. The results show that the DELs on the second
turbine are in general higher than on T1, also when nowake mixing
is implemented. Furthermore, the different dynamic wake mixing
strategies applied on the first turbine also increase the loads on the
second turbinewith respect to baseline greedy control on T1. This is
to be expected, as these strategies increase both the average wind
speed and the variation of wind speed in the wake. To compare the
benefit of wake mixing strategies in terms of power production
with the disadvantage of increased loads, the relative power pro-
duction of the downstream turbines with respect to baseline is also
given in the table. For more details on the increased power pro-
duction that can be achieved with these strategies, the reader is
referred to Ref. [20].

A comparison between the different wake mixing strategies
shows that the helix results in lower DELs on the downstream
turbine than DIC. This can be explained by how the helix works: the
rotation of the wake increases wake mixing with limited variations
in the induction of T1. Subsequently, it generates less variations in
wind speed in the wake than DIC, and the downstream turbine
therefore experiences lower DELs.



Fig. 9. The evolution of the power and load-related signals of the turbine in FAST (solid blue) and SOWFA (dashed red), for an inflow wind speed of 8 ms�1 and a turbulence
intensity of around 5%.
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Fig. 10. The Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the blade Moments Out-of-Plane (MOoP, left) and the tower moments (right) for the simulations with baseline greedy control applied
on the turbines in FAST and SOWFA, as described above.
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The DELs of the blades are in all cases significantly lower than
the DELs of the controlled turbine. This is to be expected, as the
blades of this turbine are not actively pitched to enhance wake
mixing. The tower loads are lower that on T1 for DIC, while they are
higher for the helix. Nonetheless, both helix strategies result in a
lower tower DEL than DIC.

Based on the results presented in Table 5, it can be concluded
that the effect of wake mixing strategies on the loads of a down-
stream turbine is less significant than on the upstream machine.
Furthermore, when only taking into account the DELs on down-
stream turbine, the helix approach should be the preferred wake
mixing strategy compared to DIC.
5.4. Pitch bearing damage

Apart from imposing an additional load on the turbine itself, the
pitch actuation required for dynamic wake mixing strategies also
increases the chance of pitch bearing damage. In this section, the
consequences of this increased actuation on the bearings is evalu-
ated for the different wake mixing strategies. As a comparison, a
classical Individual Pitch Control (IPC) for load alleviation case is
chosen, as described in Section 4. This control approach requires
similar pitch actuation as the helix, and can therefore serve as a
frame of reference. To quantify the risk of bearing damage, the
methodology outlined in Section 3.2 is used.

Fig. 13 shows the relevant signals for the analysis of the pitch
bearings for a representative section of the simulation. For the sake
of clarity, the clockwise (CW) helix approach is omitted here. From
590
this figure, it follows that the IPC pitch actuation has a smaller
amplitude thanwith the wake mixing strategy. As demonstrated in
Section 4, the frequency is also slightly lower than the frequency of
the counterclockwise (CCW) helix. The corresponding blade
bending moments for the wake mixing strategies exhibit much
larger oscillations than with IPC. It should be noted however that
for the pitch bearing damage, unlike with the turbine fatigue loads,
the absolute value of the load over a cycle is evaluated. Larger
variations in these loads do therefore not necessarily lead to a
higher likelihood of pitch bearing damage occurring.

The cycle count obtained with range-pair counting for the
different control algorithms in the below-rated regime (8 ms�1)
and low TI are given in Table 6. In these conditions, the cycles are
straightforward: all oscillations originate from the dynamic
controller, as the baseline controller prescribes no pitching. As a
result, all cycles have the same amplitude for the wake mixing
strategies. For IPC, the cycles are divided over two bins, as the
average amplitude with IPC is approximately 3�. The few single
cycles with a smaller amplitude can be explained by incomplete
cycles at the beginning or the end of the simulation.

From Table 6, it can be concluded that the helix results in a
significant increase in load cycles, although only slightly more than
conventional IPC. A factor that increases the risk of surface-induced
damage, is the fact that all oscillations are around themean value of
0�. However, the amplitude of these oscillations, 5�, is relatively big.
This decreases the risk of surface-induced damage, as the contact
area on the bearing raceway is relatively large [33].

From Table 6, it can be concluded that the oscillating cycles that



Fig. 11. The evolution of the power and load-related signals of the downstream turbine (T2) in SOWFA, when different control strategies are implemented on the upstream turbine
(T1). The simulations are executed with an inflow wind speed of 8 ms�1 and a turbulence intensity of around 5%.

Fig. 12. The Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the blade Out-of-Plane (OoP, left) and tower (right) bending moments of T2, when different wake mixing strategies are implemented
on T1. As comparison, the PSD of T1 with baseline operation is shown in grey. The frequency is normalized with respect to the turbine rotor speed to enable a comparison between
T1 and T2.

Table 5
Damage Equivalent Load (DEL) results for a downstream turbine, when located in
the wake of a turbine executing different control strategies. All percentages shown
are relative to the corresponding baseline case. For comparison, the relative power
production gained is also shown.

Baseline DIC Helix CCW Helix CW

Blades (SOWFA) [Nm] 2.83 , 106 3.30 , 106 3.05 , 106 3.20 , 106

W.r.t. Baseline þ16.8% þ8.0% þ13.3%
W.r.t. Baseline T1 þ20.5% þ40.8% þ30.1% þ36.6%
Tower (SOWFA) [Nm] 1.14 , 107 1.46 , 107 1.40 , 107 1.30 , 107

W.r.t. Baseline þ27.9% þ22.2% þ13.4%
W.r.t. Baseline T1 þ3.5% þ32.4% þ26.5% þ17.4%
Power w.r.t. Baseline þ4.6% þ12.1% þ5.4%
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a pitch bearing has to endure with the helix approach, are on itself
no more harmful than with conventional IPC. Next, the magnitude
of the load on the bearings during these cycles is identified. To
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achieve this, the bending moments on the blades during these
cycles are divided into bins. Fig. 14a shows the percentage of
operating time that each load bin contributes to the overall cycle
time. The variations in the load that is visible for the wake mixing
strategies in Fig. 13, can also be seen here. 82% of the operating time
in spent in the 5e6MNm bin when IPC is applied, while with the
wake mixing strategies, the loads are more evenly distributed over
a range of 4e7MNm.

By combining the results of Table 6 and Fig. 14a, the risk of fa-
tigue damage on the pitch bearings can be assessed. These results
show that in below-rated wind conditions, with a relatively low TI
of 5%, the dynamic wake mixing strategies do not pose a significant
increased risk of pitch bearing damage compared to conventional
IPC. Neither the amount of cycles, nor the resulting bending mo-
ments during these cycles is significantly higher when the helix
approach is implemented. With DIC, the amount of cycles is a factor
10 lower than with IPC, while the resulting bending moments are



Fig. 13. The pitch actuation (left) and bending moments (right) for blade 1 of the turbine, obtained from simulations in FAST for different control strategies. The operating regime is
below-rated with an average wind velocity of 8 ms�1 and an average turbulence intensity of 5%.

Table 6
Results of the cycle count in low TI, below-rated wind conditions.

Amplitude (�) IPC DIC Helix CCW Helix CW

0e0.4 1 0 0 1
0.4e1 1 1 2 1
1e3 202 1 0 1
3e7 63 28 295 237
7e15 0 0 0 0

Table 7
Results of the cycle count in high TI, below-rated wind conditions.

Amplitude (�) IPC DIC Helix CCW Helix CW

0e0.4 19 0 0 39
0.4e1 20 1 2 3
1e3 98 1 0 0
3e7 147 28 308 251
7e15 23 0 0 0
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comparable. It can therefore be concluded that, in these conditions,
DIC poses very little risk of pitch bearing damage, while the helix
approach poses a risk that is similar to conventional IPC.

The case evaluated above is the most relevant in terms of the
application of wake mixing strategies. However, from a pitch
actuation point of view, it is also the most straightforward case. For
the sake of completeness, a case with higher turbulence is also
evaluated, both in the below-rated (8 ms�1) and above-rated
(14 ms�1) regime. The results of the former simulations are sum-
marized in Table 7. Comparing these results with the low TI results
shown in Table 6, it becomes clear that the higher turbulence has
limited influence on the load cycles of the different control stra-
tegies. The turbulent inflow results in slightly more variations of
the cycle amplitudes, but the number of cycles and the dominant
amplitudes stay more or less the same. In these conditions, the risk
of pitch bearing damage of DIC is still very small, while the helix
and conventional IPC result in a similar load cycle pattern.

Fig. 14b shows the load bins for the different control strategies
when applied in below-rated, high TI wind conditions. Comparing
to the low TI results, it can be observed that the loads varymore and
Fig. 14. The percentage of operating time spent in each load bin during the dominant oscilla
results in low TI are shown on the left, the results in high TI on the right.
(a) Results of low TI (5%) free-stream wind.
(b) Results of high TI (16%) free-stream wind.
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over a wider range of magnitudes. Where Fig. 14a shows that IPC is
very effective in keeping the blade load variations minimal, it is
clearly less effective in turbulent wind conditions. The difference
between IPC and the wake mixing strategies is much smaller in
these conditions, as the turbulent wind accounts for a significant
amount of the load variations measured here.

In above-rated wind conditions, the pitch actuation is a sum-
mation of the baseline control aimed at keeping the power output
constant, and the periodic signal from IPC or wake mixing control.
The resulting pitch and load signals for a segment of these simu-
lations are shown in Fig. 15. This figure clearly shows the baseline
pitch control for power regulation superimposed on the periodic
signals from the different control strategies. As a result, the cycles
are also more evenly distributed among different amplitude bins.
This is shown in Table 8.

Compared to Table 6, some of the cycles have shifted to the
lower-amplitude bins, specifically for conventional IPC. However,
the dominant cyclic behavior of the controller is clearly visible; the
tion cycles of different control strategies operating in below-rated wind conditions. The



Fig. 15. The pitch actuation for blade 1 of the turbine, obtained from simulations in
FAST for different control strategies. The operating regime is below-rated with an
average wind velocity of 14 ms�1 and an average turbulence intensity of 16%.
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bins that contain the amplitude of the prescribed pitch motion still
counts the largest amount of cycles. Recall that oscillations with a
smaller amplitude are in general more likely to cause fatigue
damage to the bearing raceway. These oscillations with a very small
amplitude continue to be minimal for the wake mixing strategies.

Contrary to the below-rated case, the mean pitch value around
which the oscillations occur is not necessarily always zero. Due to
the varying pitch angle prescribed by the baseline controller, the
affected location on the raceway of the bearing varies over time, see
Fig. 16a. Subsequently, the stress on the bearing is also distributed
over a larger part of the raceway, which reduces the risk of fatigue
damage to the bearing.

Due to the higher wind speed and increased turbulence, the
variations in the blade bending moments are also larger. This is
shown in Fig. 16b, where the last bin now runs up to 14MNm.
Similar to the low-TI, below-rated case, the variations of the loads
are lower with IPC. However, in general it can be concluded that the
loads on the bearing are very similar in magnitude.

To conclude, the results presented in this section provide a
number of beneficial circumstances when looking at the blade
bearings. First of all, the amplitudes of the dominant oscillations are
relatively large, whereas bearing damage is more likely to occur
when this amplitude is very small. Secondly, the average load on
the bearings does not increase significantly compared to conven-
tional IPC. Finally, the loads on the bearing do increase as wind
speed and turbulence intensity increases. However, at above-rated
wind speeds, the average pitch angle around which the oscillations
occur, varies over time. As a result, the stress is distributed over a
larger part of the bearing raceway, reducing the risk of fatigue
damage. These results together suggest that the dynamic wake
mixing strategies presented in this paper are unlikely to signifi-
cantly increase the risk of blade bearing fatigue damage.
Table 8
Results of the cycle count in high TI, above-rated wind conditions.

Amplitude (�) IPC DIC Helix CCW Helix CW

0e0.4 30 5 4 8
0.4e1 36 7 9 3
1e3 124 12 58 37
3e7 61 21 231 246
7e15 4 14 1 0
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6. Conclusions

In different recent studies, strategies that use pitch control to
enhance wake mixing have been assessed. The results of these
studies show that such strategies can be extremely effective when
it comes to increasing wind farm power production. At the same
time, the increased pitch actuation of these strategies raised
questions on the implementability, as a thorough analysis of the
effects on the fatigue loads of different critical turbine components
was lacking.

In this paper, a turbine load analysis is presented for different
active wake mixing strategies, based on simulations in the well-
known codes FAST and SOWFA. The Damage Equivalent Load
(DEL) of critical components such as the blades and the tower are
compared, and the risk of fatigue damage to the blade bearings is
assessed. The wake mixing approaches that are evaluated here are
Dynamic Induction Control (DIC), where the collective pitch angle
is varied slowly, and the helix approach, where the individual pitch
angles are used to create time-varying tilt and yaw moments. Both
methods have shown in literature to improve wind farm power
capture by several percent.

The results presented in this paper show that, as expected, these
wake mixing strategies increase the DEL on the blades and tower of
the turbine. In general, DIC has a very high impact on the tower of
the controlled turbine, increasing the DEL by up to a factor 2. The
helix approach has a much smaller impact on the tower, with a
maximal increase in DEL of 11.4%. For the blades, the opposite
holds: as the helix approach requires pitch actuation at a much
higher rate, the blade loads are also affected more by this strategy.
However, for below-rated wind conditions, in which wake mixing
is the most relevant, the difference in blade loads between DIC and
the helix approach is minimal.

Using flow simulations in the high-fidelity flow model SOWFA,
the turbine loads of a downstream turbine are also estimated.
These simulations show that an additional effort is needed to make
the flow fields in FAST and SOWFA more comparable. Nevertheless,
the simulations indicate that all wake mixing strategies increase
both the blade and tower DEL of a downstream turbine. DIC clearly
has the most severe effect, performing 5e10% worse than the helix
approach in terms of turbine DELs. Nonetheless, the most extreme
increase in DEL is observed at the upstream turbine rather than the
downstream machine.

Finally, an analysis on the risk of pitch bearing damage is
executed. From this analysis, it follows that the amount of oscilla-
tions with a very small amplitude are limited with all wake mixing
strategies, and the average loads are of the same order of magni-
tude as with a comparison case of conventional Individual Pitch
Control (IPC). In above-rated, higher turbulent conditions, the
number of cycles and the average loads increase. At the same time,
the average pitch angle aroundwhich the cycles occur also changes,
which in turn decreases the risk of fatigue damage to the bearings.
As a result, it can be concluded that wake mixing strategies using
IPC have limited effect on the risk of fatigue damage to the pitch
bearings. The results show that this risk is similar to or smaller than
when conventional IPC is implemented.

Although the results presented here are promising, it as of yet
too soon to draw a definitive conclusion on the implementability of
dynamic wake mixing strategies such as DIC or the helix approach.
The next step in validating the results presented here would be to
execute a measurement campaign on full-scale wind turbines to
assess the damage equivalent load in real-world conditions.

To conclude, different aspects of turbine fatigue damage due to
wake mixing strategies have been investigated in this paper. The
helix approach has a less beneficial effect on the blades, while DIC
impacts the turbine tower more. The increased risk of fatigue
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Fig. 16. Bin counts in percentages of the operation time during oscillations. On the left, the pitch angle around which the dominant oscillations occur are binned. On the right, the
same is done with the load on the bearings during these oscillations.
(a) Bins of the mean pitch angle during the dominant oscillations, for the high TI, above-rated wind conditions.
(b) Bins of the bending moment during the dominant oscillations, for the high TI, above-rated wind conditions.
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damage on the blade bearings is assessed as minimal. Although the
increased pitch actuation and associated variations in turbine loads
are undeniable, the consequences are not so severe as to disqualify
dynamic wake mixing as a wind farm control strategy. The results
presented in this paper therefore support the proposition that
wake mixing approaches such as DIC and the helix approach can be
valuable control strategies in the wind farms of the future, and
require further investigation to determine their full potential.
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